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Abstract. Joux’s tripartite key agreement protocol is one of the
most prominent developments in the area of key agreement. Although
certificate-based and ID-based authentication schemes have been pro-
posed to provide authentication for Joux’s protocol, no provably secure
password-based one round tripartite key agreement protocol has been
proposed yet. We propose a secure one round password-based tripartite
key agreement protocol that builds on Joux’s protocol and adapts PAK-
EC scheme for password-based authentication, and present a proof of its
security.
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1 Introduction

A Key agreement protocol is the mechanism by which two or more parties can
establish a common secret key over a network controlled by an adversary. This
secret key is commonly called a session key and can then be used to create a
secure communications channel among the parties.

The situation where three or more parties share a key is often called conference
keying. The three-party (or tripartite) case is of the most practical importance,
not only because it is the most common size for electronic conferences, but also
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because it can be used to provide a range of services for two communicating par-
ties. For example, a third party can be added to chair, or referee a conversation
for ad hoc auditing. Also, a three-party key agreement protocol can be used for
tree based group key agreement protocols [12].

Joux’s tripartite key agreement protocol [10] is one of the most prominent
developments in the area of key agreement. This protocol makes use of pairings
on elliptic curves and requires each entity to transmit only a single broadcast
messages. This should be contrasted with the obvious extension of the Diffie-
Hellman protocol to three parties, which requires two broadcasts per entity.
However, like the basic Diffie-Hellman protocol, Joux’s protocol also suffers from
man-in-the-middle attacks because it does not provide key authentication.

To transform Joux’s protocol into a secure tripartite protocol that only re-
quires one round, many protocols have been proposed, both certificate-based
[1, 17] and ID-based [18]. Another method of authentication is to make use of
a password [4, 15, 16]. Certificate-based authentication requires a certificate au-
thority and ID-based authentication requires a trusted dealer with a universal
secret key. However, password based authentication does not require any trusted
third party. No provably secure password-based one round tripartite key agree-
ment protocol has been proposed so far in the literature.

PAK-EC [15] is a two party password authenticated key agreement protocol
built on elliptic curves. Our contribution is to present a provably secure one
round password-based tripartite key agreement protocol that builds on Joux’s
protocol and adapts the PAK-EC scheme for password-based authentication.

In Sect. 2, we describe the model used in the security proof, and in Sect. 3,
the proposed protocol is described. In Sect. 4, we prove the protocol secure, and
in Sect. 5, we compare the efficiency of our protocol with another one.

2 Security Model

For our proof of security we use the model of Bellare, Pointcheval and Rog-
away [3] (which is used by Kate et al. [11] and MacKenzie [16]), and adopt
MacKenzie’s approach [16]. Our model is for implicitly authenticated key ex-
change between parties A, B and C who share a secret. The goal is for them to
engage in a protocol such that after the protocol is completed, they each hold a
session key that is known to nobody but the three of them. In the following, we
will describe our model.

Let I be a nonempty set of participants. We assume each participant U ∈ I
is labeled by a string, and we simply use U to denote this string. We will also
use A,B,C,. . . to refer to protocol participants. Each group of three participants,
A, B, C ∈ I, who will set up a secret key shared amongst themselves are assumed
to share a secret password with each other, πABC , before the protocol begins.

For a protocol P, each participant is able to execute P multiple times with dif-
ferent partners, and we model this by allowing unlimited number of instances of
each participant. Instance i (or session number i) of participant U ∈ I is denoted
∏U

i . To describe the security of the protocol, we assume there is an adversary
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A that has complete control over the environment (mainly the network), and
thus provides the input to instances of participants. Formally, the adversary is
a probabilistic algorithm with a distinguished query tape. Participants respond
to queries written to this tape according to P; the allowed queries are based on
and extend the model of Bellare et al. [3]. Oracles exist in one of several possible
states: Accept, Reject, or * . The state * means no decision has yet been reached.
In our protocol, an oracle accepts only after receipt of two correctly formatted
messages from the two other participants with whom the oracle wishes to estab-
lish a shared key, and the transmission of one message. When an oracle accepts,
we assume it accepts holding key K that is κ bits in length.

Send (U, i, M): Causes message M to be sent to instance
∏U

i . The instance
computes what the protocol says to, the oracle’s state is updated, and any
outgoing messages are given to A. If this query causes

∏U
i to accept or

terminate, this will also be shown to A. To initiate a session between three
participants, the adversary should send a message containing the names of
two participants to an unused instance of the other participant.

Execute(A,i,B,j,C,l): Causes P to be executed to completion between
∏A

i ,
∏B

j

and
∏C

l (where A,B ,C ∈ I ), and outputs the transcript of the execution.
This query captures the intuition of a passive adversary who simply eaves-
drops on the execution of P.

Reveal(U,i): Causes the output of the session key held by
∏U

i .
Test(U,i): Causes

∏U
i to flip a bit b. if b = 1 the session key ski

U is output;
otherwise, a string is drawn uniformly from the space of session keys and
output. A Test query may be asked at any time during the execution of P,
but may only be asked once.

Corrupt(U): This query returns any passwords that U holds.
Partnering: A participant instance that accepts holds a partner-id pid, session-

id sid, and a session key sk. Then instances
∏A

i ,
∏B

j , and
∏C

l (where A, B, C
∈ I) are said to be partnered if all of them accept, they hold (pidA, sidA, skA),
(pidB, sidB, skB) and (pidC , sidC , skC ), respectively, with pidA = 〈B, C〉,
pidB = 〈A, C〉, pidC = 〈A, B〉, sidA = sidB = sidC , and skA = skB = skC ,
and no other instance accepts with session-id equal to sidA, sidB or sidC .

Freshness: We define two notions of freshness, as in [3]. Specifically, an instance
∏U

i is nfs-fresh (fresh with no requirement for forward secrecy) unless either
(1) a Reveal(U,i) query occurs, (2) a Reveal(U ′, j ) query occurs where
∏U ′

j is a partner of
∏U

i , or (3) a Corrupt(U ′) query occurs for any party U ′

(for convenience, when we do not make a requirement for forward secrecy,
we simply disallow Corrupt queries). An instance

∏U
i is fs-fresh (fresh

with forward secrecy) unless either (1) a Reveal(U , i) query occurs, (2)
a Reveal(U ′, j ) query occurs where

∏U ′

j is the partner of
∏U

i , or (3) a
Corrupt(U ′) query occurs for any party U ′ before the Test query and a
Send(U , i ,M ) query occurs for some string M.

We now formally define the authenticated key exchange (ake) advantage of the
adversary against protocol P. Let Succake

P (A) be the event that A makes a
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single Test query directed to some fresh instance
∏U

i that has terminated, and
eventually outputs a bit b′, where b′ = b for the bit b that was selected in the
Test query. The ake advantage of A attacking P is defined to be

Advake
P (A)

def
= 2Pr[Succake

P (A)] − 1.

The following fact is easily verified.

Fact 1. Pr
(
Succake

P (A)
)
=Pr

(
Succake

P ′ (A)
)
+ε ⇔ Advake

P (A)=Advake
P ′ (A)+2ε.

3 Password and Pairings-Based Tripartite Key Exchange

We briefly describe some background on pairings on elliptic curves and the BDH
assumption, and then present our new tripartite PPK (password protected key
exchange) protocol based on Joux’s protocol [10].

3.1 Bilinear Pairings and the BDH Assumption

We use the same notation as in [5]. Let G1 be a cyclic additive group generated
by Q, whose order is a prime q, and G2 be a cyclic multiplicative group of the
same order q. We assume that the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) in both G1
and G2 is hard. Let e : G1 × G1 → G2 be a pairing which satisfies the following
conditions (where W, X, Z ∈ G1):

1. Bilinear: e(W, X+Z) = e(W, X)·(W, Z) and e(W +X, Z) = e(W, Z)·(X, Z);
2. Non-degenerate: e(Q, Q) is a generator of G2 ;
3. Computability: e(P, Q) can be efficiently computed for all P, Q ∈ G1.

The Weil or Tate pairing on an elliptic curve can be used to derive e [8, 14].

Definition 1 (Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) Assumption). Let G1 and
G2 be as defined above with generators Q and e(Q, Q) respectively. Let
acceptable(υ) be a function that returns true if and only if υ ∈ G1. For three
values X, Y, and Z, if acceptable(Y ), and acceptable(Z), and X = aQ,
let BDH(X, Y, Z) = BDH(X, Z, Y ) = BDH(Y, X, Z) = BDH(Y, Z, X) =
BDH(Z, X, Y ) = BDH(Z, Y, X) = e(Y, Z)a. (If X = aQ, Y = bQ, and Z = cQ,
then by the definition BDH(X, Y, Z) = e(Q, Q)abc.) Let D be an algorithm with
input (X,Y,Z). Let

AdvBDH
G1G2

(D)
def
= Pr

[
(a, b, c) R← Z∗

q ; X ← aQ; Y ← bQ; Z ← cQ

: BDH(X, Y, Z) ∈ D(X, Y, Z)
]

Let AdvBDH
G1G2

(t, n) = maxD
{
AdvBDH

G1G2
(D)

}
, where the maximum is taken over all

adversaries of time complexity at most t that output a list containing at most n
elements of G2. The BDH assumption states that for t and n polynomial in the
security parameter κ, AdvBDH

G1G2
(t, n) is negligible.
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3.2 One Round Tripartite PPK Based on Joux’s Protocol

Figure 1 presents a new tripartite PPK protocol based on Joux’s protocol. In the
protocol, fi(A, B, C, π) is defined to be a function generating a random point
on elliptic curve E from A, B, C, and π, as specified by MacKenzie [15], who
adapted it from IEEE Standard 1363 [9, Appendix A.11.1].

The protocol can be converted to one round by having A, B and C com-
pute and broadcast m, µ and υ respectively to begin the protocol. Each party
then waits for the other two parties’ messages and carries out its remaining
steps (i.e. B and C now carry out their protocol steps in the same order as
is currently specified for A). Such a reordering does not affect the security
proof.

We use the terminology “in a Participant U Action i query to
∏U

j ” to
mean “in a Send query to

∏U
j that results in the Participant U Action i

procedure being executed.” The possible actions with their associated inputs
and outputs are shown in Table 1, where A is the initiator, B is the second
participant and C is the third participant.

Precomputation by each party:
λA = r · f1(A,B, C, π); λB = r · f2(A,B, C, π); λC = r · f3(A, B, C, π).

Abbreviations: acc = acceptable; pid = partner ID.

Input: B, C, π A B Input: A,C, π;
pidA = 〈B, C〉 pidB = 〈A,C〉

1. a
R← Zq ; α = aQ; 2. Abort if ¬acc(m)

m ← α + λA; α ← m − λA;
4. Abort if ¬acc(µ) b

R← Zq ;β = bQ;
Abort if ¬acc(υ) µ ← β + λB

β ← µ − λB; C 5. Abort if ¬acc(υ)
γ ← υ − λC ; Input: A,B, π; pidC = 〈A, B〉 γ ← υ − λC ;
σ ← e(β, γ)a; 3. Abort if ¬acc(m); α ← m − λA; σ ← e(α, γ)b;

Abort if ¬acc(µ); β ← µ − λB ;
c

R← Zq; γ ← cQ; υ ← γ + λC ;
σ ← e(α, β)c;

1. 〈A, m〉
2. 〈B,µ〉

1.
〈A, m〉

3.
〈C, υ〉 2.

〈B, µ〉

3.
〈C, υ〉

Fig. 1. Tripartite PPK protocol. Session ID is sid = A||B||C||m||µ||υ. Shared session
key is sk = H(〈A,B, C, m, µ, υ, σ, λA, λB , λC〉).

Table 1. Inputs and outputs for the participant queries

A (initiator) B (second participant) C (third participant)
Input Output Input Output Input Output

Action 0 〈B, C〉 〈A, m〉 〈A, m〉 〈B, µ〉 〈A,m, B, µ〉 〈C, v〉
Action 1 〈B,µ, C, υ〉 〈C, v〉
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Let κ be the cryptographic security parameter with |q| = κ. We use an elliptic
curve E over the integers modulo p with coefficients a, b in standard Weiestrass
form and #E = rq, with gcd(r, q) = 1. (Currently, |p| = 162 and |q| = 160 would
be considered reasonably secure [9]). The complete specification is below:

sid ← pid ← sk ← ε; acc ← term ← FALSE
if state = READY and (U ∈ I AND U is the initiator) then

{Participant A Action 0} 〈A〉 ← U ; 〈B, C〉 ← msg − in where B, C ∈ I;
a

R← Zq; α = aQ; λA = r ·f1(A, B, C, π); m ← α+λA; state ← 〈A, a, m, λA〉;
msg − out ← 〈A, m〉; return (msg − out, acc, term, sid, pid, sk, state)

elseif state = READY and (U ∈ I AND U is the second participant) then
{Participant B Action 0} 〈B〉 ← U ; 〈A, m〉 ← msg−in, where A ∈ I and
acceptable(m); λA = r · f1(A, B, C, π); α ← m ← λA; b

R← Zq; β = bQ;
λB = r · f2(A, B, C, π); µ ← β + λB ; state ← 〈A, a, m, B, b, µ, λA, λB〉,
msg − out ← 〈B, µ〉; return (msg − out, acc, term, sid, pid, sk, state)

elseif state = READY and (U ∈ I AND U is the third participant) then
{Participant C Action 0} 〈C〉 ← U ; 〈A, m, B, µ〉 ← msg − in, where
A, B ∈ I and acceptable(m) and acceptable(µ); λA = r · f1(A, B, C, π);
α ← m − λA; λB = r · f2(A, B, C, π); β ← µ − λB; c

R← Zq; γ = cQ;
λC = r · f3(A, B, C, π); υ ← γ + λC ; σ ← e(α, β)c; state ← DONE;
msg − out ← 〈C, υ〉; sid ← A||B||C||m||µ||υ; pid ← 〈A, B〉; sk ←
H(〈A, B, C, m, µ, υ, σ, λA, λB, λC〉); acc ← term ← TRUE; return (msg −
out, acc, term, sid, pid, sk, state)

elseif state = 〈A, a, m, λA〉 and (U ∈ I AND U is the initiator) then
{Participant A Action 1} 〈B, µ, C, υ〉 ← msg − in, where B, C ∈ I
and acceptable(µ) and acceptable(υ); λB = r · f2(A, B, C, π); λC =
r · f3(A, B, C, π); β ← µ − λB; γ ← υ − λC ; σ ← e(β, γ)a; state ←
DONE; msg − out ← ε; sid ← A||B||C||m||µ||υ; pid ← (〈B, C〉); sk ←
H(〈A, B, C, m, µ, υ, σ, λA, λB, λC〉); acc ← term ← TRUE; return (msg −
out, acc, term, sid, pid, sk, state)

elseif state = 〈A, a, m, B, b, µ, λA, λB〉 and (U ∈ I AND U is the second partic-
ipant) then
{Participant B Action 1} 〈C, υ〉 ← msg − in, where C ∈ I and ac-

ceptable(υ); λC = r · f3(A, B, C, π); γ ← υ − λc; σ ← e(α, γ)b; state ←
DONE; msg − out ← ε; sid ← A||B||C||m||µ||υ; pid ← 〈A, C〉; sk ←
H(〈A, B, C, m, µ, υ, σ, λA, λB, λC〉); acc ← term ← TRUE; return (msg −
out, acc, term, sid, pid, sk, state)

4 Security of the Protocol

Here we prove that the tripartite PPK protocol is secure, in the sense that an
adversary attacking the system cannot determine session keys of fresh instances
with greater advantage than that of an online dictionary attack.

Theorem 2. Let P be the protocol described in Fig. 1 (and formally described
above), using groups G1 and G2 of order q, with a password dictionary of size N .
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Fix an adversary A that runs in time t, and makes nse, nex, and nre queries of
type Send, Execute, and Reveal, respectively, and nro queries to the random
oracles. Let top be the time required to perform a scalar multiplication and a
pairing of elliptic curve point in G1 and an exponentiation in G2. Then for
t′ = O

(
t + (n3

ro + nse + nex)top

)
:

Advake
P (A) =

2nse

N
+ O

(

AdvBDH
G1G2

(
t′, n3

ro

)
+

(nse + nex)(nro + nse + nex)
q

)

Proof. The proof proceeds by introducing a series of protocols P0, P1, · · · , P8
related to P , with P0 = P . In P8, A is reduced to a simple online guessing attack
that admits straightforward analysis. For each i from 1 to 8, we will prove that
the advantage of A attacking protocol Pi−1 is at most negligibly more than the
advantage of A attacking protocol Pi. An informal description of the protocols
as well as a brief description in brackets of the basis for each proof follows:

P0 The original protocol P .
P1 If honest parties choose m, µ, or υ values used previously in the protocol, it

halts and A fails. (The probability of collision of nonces is negligible.)
P2 The protocol answers Send and Execute queries without making any ran-

dom oracle queries. Subsequent queries by A are backpatched, as much as
possible, to be consistent with responses to Send and Execute queries.
(This is consistent with P1 unless A guesses the output of fi(A, B, C, πABC)
queries correctly and uses the guesses in H(·) queries (for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}).
However, the probability of correctly guessing the outputs is negligible.)

P3 If an H(·) query is made, it is not checked for consistency against Execute
queries. That is, instead of backpatching to maintain consistency with an
Execute query, the protocol responds with a random output. (An instance
of the BDH problem can be embedded in the m µ and υ values so that if
backpatching would have been necessary, H(·) query inputs can be used to
solve the BDH problem.)

P4 If a correct password guess is made against any participant instance (deter-
mined by an H(·) query using the correct inputs to compute a session key),
the protocol halts and A automatically succeeds. (This is obvious.)

P5 If the adversary makes three password guesses against a Participant A in-
stance, the protocol halts and A fails. (This is shown by embedding an
instance of the BDH problem in the fi queries and A’s output. Inputs to
the three H(·) queries used to find the session keys can be used to solve the
BDH problem.)

P6 and P7 are similar to P5, but for B and C respectively, instead of A.
P8 The protocol uses an internal password oracle that holds all passwords and

only accepts simple queries that test whether a given password is correct
password for a given three parties. The test for correct password guesses
(from P4) is changed so that whenever the adversary makes a password
guess, a query is submitted to the oracle to determine if it is correct. (By
inspection P7 and P8 are indistinguishable.)
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We assume without loss of generality that nro and nse + nex are both at least
1. We make the standard assumption that random oracles are built “on the
fly,” that is, each new query to a random oracle is answered with a fresh random
output, and each query that is not new is answered consistently with the previous
queries. We also assume that the fj(·) query is answered in the following way:

In an fj(A, B, C, π) query for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, output φj [A, B, C, π]Q,

where φj [A, B, C, π] R←− Zq. Also put ψj [A, B, C, π] = rφj [A, B, C, φ],
λA ← rφ1[A, B, C, π]Q, λB ← rφ2[A, B, C, π]Q, and λC ← rφ3[A, B, C, π]Q.
Denote ψj [A, B, C, π] and φj [A, B, C, π] as ψj [π] and φj [π] respectively. Thus
ψj [π] = rφj [π].

We now define some events, corresponding to the adversary making a pass-
word guess against a participant instance, and against three participant instances
that are partnered in an Execute query. In each case, we also define an associ-
ated value for the event, and we note that the associated value is actually fixed
by the protocol before the event occurs.

testpw (U, i, V, W, π): This is the event that the adversary makes a password
guess against

∏U
i with pidU = 〈V, W 〉. Let {U, V, W} = {A, B, C} where A is

initiator, B is the second participant and C is the third participant. For some
m, µ, υ, λA, λB, and λC , A makes an H(〈A, B, C, m, µ, υ, σ, λA, λB, λC〉)
query, and if U = A, A makes a Participant U Action 0 query with
input 〈B, C〉 and output 〈A, m〉, and a Participant U Action 1 query
with input 〈B, µ, C, υ〉 to

∏U
i . Otherwise, if U = B, A makes Partici-

pant U Action 0 query with input 〈A, m〉 and output 〈B, µ〉, and a Par-

ticipant U Action 1 query with input 〈C, υ〉 to
∏U

i . Otherwise, since
U = C, A makes Participant U Action 0 query with input 〈A, m, B, µ〉
and output 〈C, υ〉 to

∏U
i . A also makes an f1(A, B, C, π) query returning

φ1[π]Q, an f2(A, B, C, π) query returning φ2[π]Q, an f3(A, B, C, π) query
returning φ3[π]Q, where σ = BDH(α, β, γ), m = α + λA, µ = β + λB ,
υ = γ + λC , λA = ψ1[π]Q, λB = ψ2[π]Q, λC = ψ3[π]Q, acceptable

(m), acceptable (µ) and acceptable (υ). The event’s associated value is
ski

U = H(〈A, B, C, m, µ, υ, σ, λA, λB , λC〉).
testexecpw (A, i, B, j, C, l, π): This is the event that the adversary makes a

password guess against three instances that are partnered in an Execute
query. For some m, µ, υ, λA, λB and λC , A makes an H(〈A,B,C,m,µ,υ,σ,λA,
λB , λC〉) query, and previously A made an Execute(A, i, B, j, C, l) query
that generated m, µ, υ, and f1(A, B, C, π), f2(A, B, C, π), and f3(A, B, C, π)
queries returning φ1[π]Q, φ2[π]Q, and φ2[π]Q, where λA = ψ1[π]Q, λB =
ψ2[π]Q, λC = ψ3[π]Q, σ = BDH(α, β, γ), m = α + λA, µ = β + λB , and
υ = γ + λC . The associated value of this event is ski

A = skj
B = skl

C =
H(〈A, B, C, m, µ, υ, σ, λA, λB, λC〉).

correctpw: A testpw(U, i, V, W, πUV W ) event occurred, for some U, i, V, W,
where πUV W is the password shared between U, V, and W .

correctpwexec: A testexecpw(A, i, B, j, C, l, πABC) event occured for A, i,
B, j, C, and l, where πABC is the password shared between A, B, and C.
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triplepw(U): A testpw(U, i, V, W, π) event, a testpw(U, i, V, W, π̂) event and a
testpw(U, i, V, W, π̃) occurred, for some U, i, V, W, π, π̂, and π̃ with π �= π̂ �=
π̃ �= π.

Protocol P1. Let E1 be the event that an m value generated in a Participant

A Action 0 or Execute query is equal an m value generated in a previous
Participant A Action 0 or Execute query, an m value sent as input in a
previous Participant B Action 0, or Participant C Action 0 query, or m
in a previous fi(·) query (made by the adversary). Let E2 be the event that a µ
value generated in a Participant B Action 0 or Execute query is equal to a
µ value generated in a previous Participant B Action 0 or Execute query,
a µ sent as input in a previous Participant A Action 1 or Participant C
Action 0, or µ value in a previous fj(·) query (made by the adversary). Let
E3 be the event that a υ value generated in a Participant C Action 0 or
Execute query is equal to a υ value generated in a previous Participant C
Action 0 or Execute query, a υ sent as input in a previous Participant A
Action 1 or Participant B Action 1 query, or υ value in a previous fj(·)
query (made by the adversary). Let E = E1 ∨ E2 ∨ E3. Let P1 be a protocol
that is identical to P0 except that if E occurs, the protocol aborts (and thus the
adversary fails).

Theorem 3. For an adversary A,

Advake
P0

(A) ≤ Advake
P1

(A) +
O

(
(nse + nex)(nro + nse + nex)

)

q
.

Proof. Consider the last m, µ, or υ value generated. There is a probability of
no more than nro+nse+nex

q that this value has previously been generated in a
Send, Execute or Random oracle query. There are nse + nex values that are
required to be unique if event E is not to occur. Hence the probability of any

of the m, µ, or υ values not being unique is
O
(
(nse+nex)(nse+nex+nro)

)

q , and the
theorem follows. 
�

Protocol P2. Let P2 be a protocol that is identical to P1 except that Send and
Execute queries are answered without making any random oracle queries, and
subsequent random oracle queries by the adversary are backpatched, as much as
possible, to be consistent with the responses to the Send and Execute queries.
Specifically, the queries in P2 are changed as follows:

Execute (A, i, B, j, C, l): m ← τ [i, A]Q, where τ [i, A] R←− Zq, µ ← τ [j, B]Q,

where τ [j, B] R←− Zq, υ ← τ [l, C]Q, where τ [l, C] R←− Zq and ski
A ← skj

B ←
skl

C
R←− {0, 1}κ .

Participant A Action 0 to
∏A

i : m ← τ [i, A]Q, where τ [i, A] R← Zq.
Participant B Action 0 to ΠB

j : µ ← τ [j, B]Q, where τ [j, B] R← Zq.

Participant C Action 0 to ΠC
l : υ ← τ [l, C]Q, where τ [l, C] R← Zq, and

skl
C

R← {0, 1}κ.
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Participant A Action 1 to
∏A

i : if
∏C

l is paired with instance
∏A

i and
∏B

j ,
ski

A ← skj
B ← skl

C , else if
∏C

l is paired with instance
∏A

i , ski
A ← skl

C , else
if

∏B
j is paired with instance

∏A
i and have a session key skj

B, ski
A ← skj

B ,
else if this query causes a testpw(A, i, B, C, πABC) event to occur, set ski

A

to the value associated with that event, else set ski
A

R← {0, 1}κ.
Participant B Action 1 to

∏B
j : if

∏C
l is paired with instance

∏A
i and

∏B
j ,

ski
A ← skj

B ← skl
C , else if

∏C
l is paired with instance

∏B
j , skj

B ← skl
C , else

if
∏A

i is paired with instance
∏B

j and has a session key ski
A, skj

B ← ski
A,

else if this query causes a testpw(B, j, A, C, πABC) event to occur, set skj
B

to the value associated with that event, else set skj
B

R← {0, 1}κ.
H(〈A, B, C, m, υ, σ, λA, λB, λC〉): if this H(·) causes a testpw (A, i, B, C, πABC),

testpw (B, j, A, C, πABC), testpw (C, l, A, B, πABC), or testexecpw
(A, i, B, j, C, l, πABC) event to occur, output the associated value of that
event, else output a random value from {0, 1}κ.

Note that we can determine whether the appropriate event occurred using the
φ1[π], φ2[π], φ3[π], and τ values. Also note that by P1 and the fact that a
participant instance that is paired with any participant C instance copies the
session key of the participant C instance (or, if there is no paired participant
C instance, then it copies the key of its partner, if such a partner exists), there
will never be more than one associated value that needs to be considered in the
H(·) query.

Theorem 4. For any adversary A, Advake
P1

(A) = Advake
P2

(A) + O(nro)
q .

Proof. In P1, participant instance
∏C

l creates a session key skl
C that is uniformly

chosen from {0, 1}κ, independent of anything that previously occurred, since the
H(·) query that determines skl

C is new. Also in P1, for any participant A and B
instances

∏A
i and

∏B
j that have had an Action 1 query, either:

1. exactly one instance
∏C

l is paired with
∏A

i and
∏B

j , in which case
skl

C = ski
A = skj

B, or
2. only one instance

∏C
l is paired with

∏A
i or

∏B
j , in which case ski

A = skl
C

or skj
B = skl

C , or
3. no instance

∏C
l is paired with

∏A
i and/or

∏B
j , and

∏A
i and

∏B
j may or

may not be paired with each other. In both of these cases, either a testpw
(A, i, B, C, πABC) or testpw (B, j, A, C, πABC) event occurs, and ski

A or skj
B

is the value associated with that event (i.e. the output of the previous H(·)
query associated with that event) or ski

A and skj
B are uniformly chosen from

{0, 1}κ, independent of anything that previously occurred, since the H(·)
query that determines ski

A and skj
B is new.

Finally, for any H(〈A, B, C, ·, ·, ·, ·, λA, λB , λC〉) query, either (1) it causes a
testpw (A, i, B, C, πABC), testpw (B, j, A, C, πABC ), testpw (C, l, A, B, πABC),
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or testexecpw (A, i, B, j, C, l, πABC) event to occur, in which case the output
is the associated value of that event, (2) λA = r · f1(A, B, C, πABC), λB = r ·
f2(A, B, C, πABC), and λC = r · f3(A, B, C, πABC), but the adversary has not
made f1(A, B, C, πABC), f2(A, B, C, πABC), and f3(A, B, C, πABC) queries, or
(3) the output of H(·) query is uniformly chosen from {0, 1}κ, independent of any-
thing that previously occurred, since this is a new H(·) query.

If the second case for the H(·) query described above occurs, P1 may be
inconsistent with P2, since the key associated with the relevant session may
need to have been returned by P2, instead of a random value. However, the
probability of the adversary correctly guessing the value of λA, λB, and λC in an
H(·) query is less than 1

q . Thus the total probability of an H(·) query causing
the second case above is bounded by nro

q . If this case never occurs, then P2 is
consistent with P1. 
�

Protocol P3. Let P3 be identical to P2 except that in an H(〈A, B, C, m, µ, υ, σ,
λA, λB , λC〉) query, there is no testexecpw(A, i, B, j, C, l, πABC) event check.

Theorem 5. For any A running in time t, there is a t′ = O
(
t+(nro +nex)top

)

such that Advake
P2

(A) ≤ Advake
P3

(A) + 2AdvBDH
G1G2

(t′, nro).

Proof. Let E be the event that a correctpwexec event occurs. if E does not
occur, then P2 and P3 are indistinguishable. Let ε be the probability that
E occurs when A is running against protocol P2. Then Pr(Succake

P2
(A)) ≤

Pr(Succake
P3

(A)) + ε, and thus by Fact 1, Advake
P2

(A) ≤ Advake
P3

(A) + 2ε.

Now we construct algorithm D to solve BDH by running A on a simulation
of the protocol. Given (X, Y, Z), D simulates P3 for A with these changes.

1. In an Execute (A, i, B, j, C, l) query, set m ← X + ρi,AQ, µ ← Y + ρj,BQ,

υ ← Z + ρl,CQ, where ρi,A, ρj,B, ρl,C
R← Z1.

2. When A finishes, for every H(〈A, B, C, m, µ, υ, σ, λA, λB , λC〉) query, where
m, µ, and υ were generated in an Execute(A, i, B, j, C, l) query and a
f1(A, B, C, π)query returned φ1[π]Q and an f2(A, B, C, π) query returned
φ2[π]Q, an f3(A, B, C, π) query returned φ3[π]Q, and λA ← rφ1[π]Q, λB ←
rφ2[π]Q, λC ← rφ3[π]Q, add
σe(X, Z)ψ3[π]−ρl,C e

(
υ , (ρj,B − ψ2[π])X + (ρi,A − ψ1[π])Y

)−1·
e
(
υ, (ρj,B −ψ2[π])Q

)ψ1[π]−ρi,A
e
(
(ρj,B −ψ2[π])X+(ρi,A − ψ1[π])Y, ψ3[π]Q

)
·

e
(
(ρj,B − ψ2[π])Q, (ρj,A − ψ1[π])Q

)ψ3[π]

to the list of possible values for BDH(X, Y, Z), where ψi[π] = rφi[π], for
i = 1, 2, 3.

This simulation is perfectly indistinguishable from P3 until E occurs, and in this
case, D adds the correct BDH(X, Y, Z) to the list. After E occurs the simulation
may be distinguishable from P3, but E still occurs with probability ε. We assume
A still follows the appropriate time and query bounds (or that the simulator
stops A from exceeding them). D creates a list of size nro, and its advantage is
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ε. Let t′ be the running time of D, and note that t′ = O
(
t+(nro +nex)top

)
. The

theorem follows from the fact that AdvBDH
G1G2

(D) ≤ AdvBDH
G1G2

(
t′, nro

)
. 
�

Protocol P4. Let P4 be a protocol that is identical to P3 except that if cor-
rectpw occurs then the protocol halts and the adversary automatically succeeds.
(P3 already checks for a correctpw event, in the Participant A or B Action

1 query to determine if the session key has already been determined, and in the
H(·) query, to see if the output has already been determined.)

Theorem 6. For any adversary A, Advake
P3

(A) ≤ Advake
P4

(A).

Proof. Obvious. 
�

Note that in P4, until correctpw occurs, an H(〈A, B, C, ·, ·, ·, ·, ·, ·, ·〉) query will
output a value uniformly chosen from {0, 1}κ, and the session key for an unpaired
client instance will be uniformly chosen from {0, 1}κ.

Protocol P5. Let P5 be a protocol that is identical to P4 except that if
triplepw(A) occurs, the protocol halts and the adversary fails. We assume
that when a query is made, the test for triplepw(A) occurs before the test for
correctpw.

Theorem 7. For any adversary A running in time t, there is a t′ = O
(
t +

(n3
ro + nse + nex)top

)
such that Advake

P4
(A) ≤ Advake

P5
(A) + 9AdvBDH

G1G2
(t′, n3

ro).

Proof. Let ε be the probability that the triplepw(A) event occurs when A is
running against protocol P4. Then Pr

(
Succake

P4
(A)

)
≤ Pr

(
Succake

P5
(A)

)
+ ε, and

thus by Fact 1, Advake
P4

(A) ≤ Advake
P5

(A) + 2ε.
Now we construct algorithm D to solve BDH by running A on a simulation

of the protocol. Given (X, Y, Z), D simulates P4 for A with these changes:

1. In an f2(A, B, C, π) query and f3(A, B, C, π) query, set
f2(A, B, C, π) = ψ2[π]Y + ψ′

2[π]Q, where ψ′
2[π] R←− Zq,

f3(A, B, C, π) = ψ3[π]Z + ψ′
3[π]Q, where ψ′

3[π] R←− Zq,
and (ψ2[π], ψ3[π]) ∈R {(0, 1), (2, 0), (0, 2)}.

2. In a Participant A Action 0 query to a participant instance
∏A

i with
input 〈B, C〉, set m ← X + ρi,AQ.

3. Tests for correctpw (from P4) are not made.
4. For every triple of queries H(〈A,B,C,m,µ,υ,σ,λ1 ,λ2,λ3〉),

H(〈A,B,C,m,µ,υ,σ̂,λ̂1,λ̂2,λ̂3〉), H(〈A,B,C,m,µ,υ,σ̃,λ̃1,λ̃2,λ̃3〉) where ac-

ceptable(σ), acceptable(σ̂) and acceptable(σ̃) are true, and there
was a Participant A Action 0 query to a participant instance

∏A
i with

input 〈B, C〉 and output 〈A, m〉, a Participant A Action 1 query to
∏A

i with input 〈B, µ, C, υ〉, an fk(A, B, C, π) query that returned λk, an
fk(A, B, C, π̂) query that returned λ̂k, and an fk(A, B, C, π̃) query that
returned λ̃k, for k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, add
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(
σ2σ̂−1σ̃−1e(µ, υ)r(2φ1[π]−φ1[π̂]−φ1[π̃])e(X, µ)r(2φ3[π]−φ3[π̂]−φ3[π̃])

e(X, υ)r(2φ2[π]−φ2[π̂]−φ2[π̃])e(Y, υ)−2r2(φ1[π]−φ1[π̂])e(Z, µ)−2r2(φ1[π]−φ1[π̃])

e(X, Y )−2r2(φ3[π]−φ3[π̂])e(X, Z)2r2(φ2[π]−φ2[π̃])e(Y, Z)2r2(rφ1[π]−ρi,A)

e(Q, µ)rρi,A(2φ3[π]−φ3[π̂]−φ3[π̃])−r2(2φ1[π]φ3[π]−φ1[π̂]φ3[π̂]−φ1[π̃]φ3[π̃])

e(Q, υ)rρi,A(2φ2[π]−φ2[π̂]−φ2[π̃])−r2(2φ1[π]φ2[π]−φ1[π̂]φ2[π̂]−φ1[π̃]φ2[π̃])

e(Q, X)−r2(2φ2[π]φ3[π]−φ2[π̂]φ3[π̂]−φ2[π̃]φ3[π̃])

e(Q, Y )−2r2ρi,A(φ3[π]−φ3[π̂])+2r3(φ1[π]φ3[π]−φ1[π̂]φ3[π̂])

e(Q, Z)−2r2ρi,A(φ2[π]−φ2[π̃])+2r3(φ1[π]φ2[π]−φ1[π̄]φ2[π̃])

e(Q, Q)−r2ρi,A(2φ2[π]φ3[π]−φ2[π̂]φ3[π̂]−φ2[π̃]φ3[π̃])

e(Q, Q)r3(2φ1[π]φ2[π]φ3[π]−φ1[π̂]φ2[π̂]φ3[π̂]−φ1[π̄]φ2[π̃]φ3[π̃])
) 1

2r2

to the list of possible values of BDH(X, Y, Z).

This simulation is perfectly indistinguishable from P4 until a triplepw(A) event
or a correctpw event occurs. If a triplepw(A) event occurs, then with proba-
bility 2

9 it occurs for three passwords π, π̂, and π̃ with:

{(ψ2[π], ψ3[π]), (ψ̂2[π], ψ̂3[π]), (ψ̃2[π], ψ̃3[π])} = {(1, 1), (0, 2), (2, 0)},

in this case D adds the correct BDH(X, Y, Z) to the list. If a correctpw event
occurs before a triplepw(A) event occurs, then the triplepw(A) event would
never have occurred in P4, since P4 would halt. Note that in this case, the
simulation may be distinguishable from P4, but this does not change the fact
that a triplepw(A) event will occur with probability at least ε in the simulation.
However, we do make the assumption that A still follows the appropriate time
and query bounds (or at least that the simulation can stop A from exceeding
these bounds), even if A distinguished the simulation from P4.

D creates a list of size less than n3
ro, and its advantage is 2

9ε. Let t′ be the
running time of D, and note that t′ = O

(
t +

(
n3

ro + nse + nex

)
top

)
. Then the

theorem follows from the fact that AdvBHD
G1G2

(D) ≤ AdvBHD
G1G2

(t′, n3
ro). 
�

Protocol P6. Let P6 be a protocol that is identical to P5 except that if
triplepw(B) occurs, the protocol halts and the adversary fails. We assume
that when a query is made, the test for triplepw(B) occurs before the test for
correctpw.

Theorem 8. For any adversary A running in time t, there is a t′ = O
(
t +

(n3
ro + nse + nex)top

)
such that Advake

P5
(A) ≤ Advake

P6
(A) + 9AdvBHD

G1G2

(
t′, n3

ro

)

Proof. Omitted due to lack of space, but similar to that of Theorem 7. 
�
Protocol P7. Let P7 be a protocol that is identical to P6 except that if
triplepw(C) occurs, the protocol halts and the adversary fails. We assume
that when a query is made, the test for triplepw(C) occurs before the test for
correctpw.

Theorem 9. For any adversary A running in time t, there is a t′ = O
(
t +

(n3
ro + nse + nex)top

)
such that Advake

P6
(A) ≤ Advake

P7
(A) + 9AdvBHD

G1G2
(t′, n3

ro)

Proof. Omitted due to lack of space, but similar to that of Theorem 7. 
�
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Protocol P8. Let P8 be a protocol that is identical to P7 except that there is a
new internal oracle (i.e., not available to the adversary) that handles passwords,
called a password oracle. This oracle generates all passwords during initializa-
tion. Then it accepts queries of the form testpw(π) and returns TRUE if π is
correct, and FALSE otherwise. The protocol is changed only in the method for
determining correctpw. Specifically, to test if correctpw occurs, whenever a
testpw (A, i, B, C, π), a testpw (B, j, A, C, π) or a testpw (C, l, A, B, π) event
occurs, a testpw(π) query is made to password oracle to see if π is correct.

Theorem 10. For any adversary A, Advake
P7

(A) = Advake
P8

(A).

Proof. By inspection, P7 and P8 are perfectly indistinguishable. 
�
The probability of the adversary A succeeding in P8 is bounded by:
Pr(Succake

P8
(A)) ≤ Pr(correctpw)+Pr(Succake

P8
(A)|¬correctpw) Pr(¬correctpw).

First, since there are at most 2nse queries to the password oracle, and passwords
are chosen uniformly from dictionary of size N, Pr(correctpw) ≤ 2nse

N .
Now we compute Pr(Succake

P8
(A)|¬correctpw). If correctpw does not occur,

then A succeeds by making a Test query to a fresh instance
∏U

i and guessing
the bit used in that Test query. We will show that the view of the adversary is
independent of ski

U , and thus the probability of success is exactly 1
2 .

First we examine Reveal queries. Recall that since
∏U

i is fresh, there could
be no Reveal(U, i) query, and if

∏U ′

i is partnered with
∏U

i , no Reveal(U ′, j)
query. Second note that since sid includes m and µ and υ values, if more than
three participant instances accept with the same sid, A fails (see P1). Thus the
output of Reveal queries is independent of ski

U .
Second we examine H(·) queries. As noted in the discussion following the

description of P4, an H(·) query returns random values independent of anything
that previously occurred. Thus any H(·) queries that occurs after ski

U is set
are independent of ski

U . But consider the following cases. (1) if U is the third
participant, ski

U is chosen independently of anything that previously occurred
(see P2). (2) if U is the first or second participant and is unpaired, ski

U is chosen
independently of anything that previously occurred (see the discussion after P4).
(3) if U is the first or second participant and is paired, then ski

U ← skj
U ′ ← skl

U ′′ ,
where

∏U ′

j and
∏U ′′

l are the partners of
∏U

i and U ′′ is the third participant and
skl

U ′′ is chosen independently of anything that previously occurred (see P2). This
implies that the adversary’s view is independent of ski

U , and thus the probability
of success is exactly 1

2 . Since Pr(¬correctpw) = 1 − Pr(correctpw), we have:

Pr(Succake
P8

(A)) ≤ Pr(correctpw) +

Pr
(
Succake

P8
(A)|¬correctpw

)
Pr

(
¬correctpw

)

≤ Pr(correctpw) +
1
2
(
1 − Pr(correctpw)

)

≤ 1
2

+
Pr(correctpw)

2
≤ 1

2
+

nse

N
.

Therefore Advake
P7

≤ 2nse

N . Theorem 2 follows from this and Theorems 3–10. 
�
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5 Complexity Comparison

In this section we compare our protocol with Bresson et al.’s [7], which we call
BCP. Because BCP is a group protocol, we fixed the group size to 3 for the
comparison. Table 2 shows the total cost of computation and communication
required. However, the three (symmetric) encryptions and three decryptions us-
ing the password as the key in BCP are not shown. Parings are the most ex-
pensive type of computation, and normally scalar multiplication on an elliptic
curve is faster than exponentiation and finding a square root. We assume that
each pairing computation is approximately equal to three exponentiations [2, 8].
Considering this assumption, the sum of pairings and exponentiations of our
proposed protocol is about equal to the number of exponentiations of Bresson
et al.’s protocol. Our protocol requires extra computations, i.e. 3 scalar multipli-
cations and 18 square root computations. However, these can be pre-computed.
In terms of message length, our protocol is better than BCP.

Table 2. The complexity of protocols

Protocols Computation Communication

Pairings
Scalar
Multipli-
cations

Exponent-
iations

SQRT* Passes
Message
Length**

Precomp-
utation

Proposed 3 3 3 18 3 3|p| Y
Bresson et. al.’s - - 12 3 9|g| N

* Assume one application of fi(A, B, C, π) loops twice in MacKenzie’s algorithm [15].
** |p| is the bit size of finite field over which the elliptic curve is defined and |g| is the
bit size of the finite field over which the DLP is defined. When the base field is GF(2),
normally |p| ≈ 250 and |g| ≈ 1024.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a provably secure one round password-based tripartite
key agreement protocol, which builds on Joux’s protocol and adapts the PAK-
EC scheme for password-based authentication. We proved the security of the
proposed protocol using the random oracle model. It is better than an existing
protocol by Bresson et al. in terms of message length. Although it requires extra
computation compared to Bresson et al.’s, the extra part can be pre-computed.
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